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INFO - SAF-T - Standard Audit File for Taxation
ANAF will implement the SAF-T system (standard tax audit ﬁle), a system that consists of reporting ﬁscal and accounting information in digital format which will allow
a much faster and more in-depth analysis of transactions from taxpayers by authorities.
The SAF-T system was introduced by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (“OECD”) in 2005. The purpose of SAF-T was to make ﬁnancialaccounting data available to auditors and tax authorities in a standardized format to
streamline analysis and comparability of information.
The eﬀect of the introduction of SAF-T has generally been to improve tax collection by
making taxpayer operations more transparent. Among the countries where SAF-T already operates are Austria, Poland, Norway, Luxembourg, Portugal, France, Czech Republic, UK, Germany, Greece, Turkey and Lithuania.
In Romania, although implementation of this system has been discussed for several
years, concrete steps have been taken starting in 2020. The intention of ANAF is for
the implementation of SAF-T to be carried out in stages, the ﬁrst target being large
taxpayers: they will have the obligation to report according to the SAF-T standard as
of 1 January 2022.
Medium size taxpayers will follow during the year 2022 and starting 1 January 2023
the system is intended to apply to all taxpayers.
According to ANAF communications, the introduction of SAF-T in Romania aims to
facilitate taxpayers' relationship with ANAF, certain veriﬁcations could be performed
electronically, without the need to conduct ﬁeld tax inspections. Following these preliminary remote assessments, ANAF could quickly clarify some ambiguities and thus
restrict the number of inspections at taxpayer premises. Moreover, the introduction of
SAF-T could also lead to simpliﬁcation, pre-completion and even elimination of some
tax returns, as ANAF will have a signiﬁcant set of data from taxpayers’ ﬁnancialaccounting systems.

Who is in charge of SAF-T reporting?
For the purpose of SAF-T reporting, the following categories of taxpayers will be included:
 Companies (all legal types, out of which Joint Stock Companies and Limited Liability Companies are most common);
 Autonomous companies;
 National companies;
 National research and development institutions;
 Cooperative craft organizations (OC1), cooperative consumer organizations (OC2),
cooperative credit organizations (OC3);
 Other legal entities;
 Entities without legal personality in Romania that belong to legal entities based
abroad;
 Foreign legal entities operating through a permanent establishment/several permanent establishments in Romania;
 Foreign legal entities where Romania is location of eﬀective management;
 Associations for heritage purposes;
 Associations/Persons without patrimonial purpose;
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 Collective investment undertakings which are not constituted by a memorandum of
association, as provided for in capital market legislation, voluntary pension funds,
privately managed pension funds and other entities organized on the basis of the
Civil Code;
 Non-resident companies that have a registration code for VAT purposes in Romania
(taxpayers registered by direct registration, taxpayers registered by tax representative, ﬁxed oﬃces).
The following taxpayer categories will not be required to submit the SAF-T ﬁle (D406):
 Freelancers, individual enterprises, family enterprises;
 For-proﬁt individuals (PFL);
 Family associations (ASF);
 Professional Associations of Limited Liability Lawyers (SPAR);
 Insolvency practitioners (SPI);
 Sole proprietorships (URL);
 Public institutions (PUB).

SAF-T reporting format
SAF-T reporting is in the form of an XML ﬁle containing accounting data extracted from
taxpayer accounting systems, which are exported and stored in a standardized format.
SAF-T reporting will be coded based on form D406, information statement.

What information is transmitted through SAF-T?

SAF-T will become
operational from
1 January 2022

Information transmitted to ANAF will include:
 General information about the ﬁle, name of software that generated it, name of
company
 Master Files - this section contains subsections for more information, such as:
ο General Ledger accounts/General Ledger;
ο Customers (identiﬁcation data, analytical account, initial and ﬁnal balance debtor/
creditor);
ο Suppliers (identiﬁcation data, analytical account, initial and ﬁnal balance debtor/
creditor);
ο Tax table (speciﬁc tax information);
ο Table of units of measurement;
ο Table of analysis types (information on structure of taxpayer's cost centers);
ο Table of types of movements;
ο Products;
ο Stock;
ο Owners (details regarding shareholders).
 Accounting records – General Ledger - information on accounting records, at transaction level, including analytical accounts
 Source documents - information about source documents such as:
ο Sales invoices;
ο Purchase invoices;
ο Payments;
ο Movements of goods;
ο Asset transactions.

Master Data Files
In order to achieve uniformity of data reported, a series of master data ﬁles and standards available at the Romanian level, at the international level (ISO standards) and also
standards deﬁned by ANAF are used.
The master data ﬁles are arranged in the following categories:
 Master ﬁles for tax categories and tax codes - which explain how the taxpayer reports data structures related to subsections of invoices and payments in the TaxType
and TaxCode ﬁelds – it is based on the ANAF master ﬁle for Taxes, detailed by State
Budget revenue categories
 Master ﬁle of VAT Tax Codes for sales and procurement operations, which provide
speciﬁc codes for the types of applicable VAT according to operations, meaning the
Master ﬁle of Taxes withheld at source, containing withholding tax codes related to
income obtained from Romania by resident and/or non-resident entities
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 Master ﬁles for coding the types of stock movement (e.g., production, purchase,
sale, inventory losses, etc.) as well as the Combined Customs Tariﬀ Master File
(according to TARIC3) for tariﬀ classiﬁcation of products, for situations where this
is required by law (e.g., customs operations, statistical reporting, reduced VAT
rates)
 Asset movement coding master ﬁle - for the types of asset movements reported in
source documents related to asset transactions (e.g., acquisition, sale and disposal of
ﬁxed assets, etc.)
 Units of Measure master ﬁle - containing standardized units of measurement derived from the combined customs tariﬀ, list of abbreviations for units of measurement and their codes, as well as additional units of measurement
 Master ﬁle for Countries, Counties (national administrative structures) - according
to ISO 3166, Currencies - according to ISO 4217, IBAN - detailing the coding types for
bank accounts according to ISO 13616
 Master ﬁle for chart of accounts divided as follows:
ο Chart of accounts for companies;
ο Chart of accounts applicable to credit institutions and non-bank ﬁnancial institutions;
ο Chart of accounts for insurance companies.
 Master ﬁles for the codiﬁcation of payments types:
ο Types of invoices issued/received and payment or collection mechanisms;
ο Master ﬁle for payment/collection mechanisms.

Submission deadlines
Taxpayers must ﬁle Information Return D406 monthly or quarterly, following the applicable tax period for VAT. Taxpayers who are not registered for VAT purposes will submit the SAF-T return quarterly. The deadline for submission is the last calendar day of
the month following the reporting period.
Grace period: given the complexity and novelty of this reporting obligation, taxpayers
will be granted a grace period of 3 (three) months for the ﬁrst reporting period, starting
the date when the reporting obligation becomes eﬀective for that taxpayer.

Are you ready for
the new SAF-T
reporting
requirements?

Voluntary testing period
The possibility of voluntary testing of SAF-T reports was started in August 2021. This
involves the submission of D406T forms. Note that ﬁles and information transmitted
through these forms are not processed, stored or used as tax information and are not
used for subsequent risk analyses by ANAF.
Submission and validation of D406T test statements may be performed by taxpayers
who prepare/test their IT systems for the preparation and submission of the D406 information return and by IT solution developers - for their customers. Submission and validation of D406T test statements may take place at any time after the start date of the
voluntary testing program, with no time limit.

Other information
Informative materials published by ANAF on its own website can be consulted under the
heading, Decision Transparency, among others, being a complex guide that explains various aspects related to SAF-T in detail. This informative material can be accessed by using the following link:
https://static.anaf.ro/static/33/Anaf/20210809182200_saft_actual_090821.zip

Order 1191/2021 for approval of Procedure for implementation and administration of the ﬁscal group in the ﬁeld of proﬁt tax, as well as for approval
of the model and content of some forms (OG 766/2021)
The Order approves the Procedure for implementation and administration of the tax
group in the ﬁeld of proﬁt tax, together with the necessary forms and instructions for
completion:
 form 173, "Application form regarding the ﬁscal group in the ﬁeld of proﬁt tax;"
 form 174, "Decision on approving/rejecting implementation/maintenance of the ﬁscal group and continuing the ﬁscal consolidation system in the ﬁeld of proﬁt tax;"
 form 175, "Decision on further amendments to the tax group in the ﬁeld of corpoPage 3
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rate tax."

What does the tax group in the ﬁeld of proﬁt tax involve?
The tax group must consist of at least two members.
Within the tax group there will be a designated responsible legal entity who will determine the consolidated tax result of the group, submit proﬁt tax returns and make proﬁt
tax payments on behalf of the group.
The system is optional and applies for a period of at least 5 ﬁscal years, starting with the
ﬁscal year following the one in which the group ﬁles a request to set up. Subsequent extension is made by an expressly exercised option.

Cumulative conditions

The procedure for
setting up the
proﬁt tax group
has been
published

The following cumulative conditions must be met at the date setup of a tax group is requested:
 the holding condition (minimum 75%), for an uninterrupted period of 1 year prior to
the beginning of the ﬁscal consolidation period. Basically, there must be a common
shareholding of at least 75% of the share capital of each entity that is part of the tax
group
 members of the group must:
ο be proﬁt tax payers and apply the same tax payment system;
ο have the same ﬁscal year;
ο not be members of another consolidated tax group;
ο not be payers of income tax on micro-enterprises or payers of proﬁt tax/speciﬁc tax
at the same time;
ο to not apply the special regime for activities such as night-time bars, clubs, discos
or casinos;
ο not be under dissolvation or liquidation procedures.

Establishment of the ﬁscal group in the ﬁeld of proﬁt tax
The request for setup of the ﬁscal group is made on the basis of the following documents:
 Application form 173, "Application for the tax group in the ﬁeld of proﬁt tax,"
signed by the legal representatives of all members of the group;
 Certiﬁcate issued by the trade register oﬃce and/or other supporting documents
showing fulﬁllment of the condition of holding (at least 75% of the value/number of
participation titles or voting rights, for an uninterrupted period of one year, prior to
the beginning of the consolidation period).
All members of the tax group must be proﬁt taxpayers and have the same ﬁscal year.
Form 173 and the attached documents must be submitted online at least 60 days before
the start of the period for which the tax consolidation is requested. The response to the
request is made within 45 days from the submission date, with the issuance of form 174,
"Decision on approving/rejecting implementation/maintenance of the tax group and
continuing the tax consolidation system in the ﬁeld of corporate tax."
Starting the implementation date of the tax group, the obligation to submit proﬁt tax
returns by each member of the group (except that of the legal entity responsible for the
group) is inactivated.
The responsible legal entity will have the obligation to declare and pay proﬁt tax for the
tax group. The consolidated annual proﬁt tax return for the group shall be ﬁled together
with the annual proﬁt tax return of each member. The responsible entity will also submit an informative statement regarding beneﬁciaries of sponsorships/patronage/private
scholarships made by the group members.
Tax losses incurred by a member of the group before the system is applied cannot be
oﬀset at group level. These can be recovered by the group member only from its individual proﬁt tax returns, before accumulation of results at the level of the ﬁscal group.
Subsequent changes to the structure of the tax group, the abolition of the group or the
extension of its application after the minimum period of 5 years are made through form
173, "Application for the tax group in the ﬁeld of proﬁt tax."

Procedure for amending the tax group in the ﬁeld of proﬁt tax
Joining a new member in the group
The entry of a new member in the group can be accomplished starting with the ﬁscal
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year following the one in which the conditions are met. Entry shall be made based on a
request for amendment which shall be submitted at least 60 days before the beginning
of the ﬁscal year for which the entry of a new member is requested.
Removal of member from group
A company that no longer meets conditions to be a member leaves the tax group starting
with the quarter following the one in which the conditions are no longer met. The member leaving the group must fulﬁl its declaratory and payment obligations in its own
name starting with the quarter following that in which it no longer meets the conditions.
Following the recalculation of proﬁt tax, the entity leaving the tax group must fulﬁl its
proﬁt tax return and payment obligations individually for the entire period it was part
of the tax group, and the responsible legal entity submits corrected proﬁt tax returns
starting the date the group structure is applied and until the end of that quarter, with
payment of interest and penalties for late payment, as appropriate.
Note that during the consolidation period, group members who, during the period of
existence of the tax group, would meet the conditions to become payers of income tax of
micro-enterprises or speciﬁc tax, will only apply proﬁt tax, by derogation.
The tax is not recalculated in the following situations: sale/assignment of participation
titles held to one of the group members if the holding falls below 25%; dissolution of a
member; departure of a member of the group as a result of reorganization operations
(merger, division, transfer of assets, exchange of shares).
Dissolution of the tax group in the ﬁeld of proﬁt tax
In case of voluntary dissolution prior to expiration of the 5-year period, the tax group
shall be dissolved starting with the subsequent ﬁscal year. Following the recalculation
of the proﬁt tax, the companies that were members of the tax group must fulﬁl their
declaratory and payment obligations individually for the entire period they were part of
the tax group, and the legal entity responsible for the tax group submits amended proﬁt
tax returns for the entire period of group operations.
Starting with the subsequent ﬁscal year, each legal entity fulﬁls its declaratory and payment obligations, in its own name, according to the ﬁscal regime applicable to it.
If the ﬁscal group is dissolved because of non-fulﬁlment of conditions provided by law,
this fact takes place starting with the quarter following the one in which it no longer
meets the conditions. Following the recalculation of proﬁt tax, the companies that were
members of the tax group must fulﬁl their declaratory and payment obligations individually for the entire period they were part of the tax group, and the legal entity responsible for the tax group submits corrective proﬁt tax returns for the entire period of operation of the group.
If, after the 5-year consolidation period, ﬁscal consolidation is no longer desired, the tax
group shall be abolished starting with the ﬁscal year following the 5-year period. The
extension of the application for ﬁscal consolidation is adopted by express option.
Other information on ﬁscal consolidation can be found in the APEX Team Newsletter 12
2020.

Setting up a proﬁt
tax group from 1
January 2022
involves
submission of
formalities by the
end of October
2021

Order 1253/2021 for approval of model and content of form 300, "Value added tax return" (OG 791/2021)
The order updates the model and content of form D300, "Value Added Tax Return."
The update was necessary as a result of legislative changes introduced by GEO 59/2021
on e-commerce, extension of the special one stop shop regime on intra-community distance sales and modiﬁcation of the ceiling on distance sales and electronic services.
Thus, among amendments brought is the amendment to art. 275 paragraph (2) of the
Fiscal Code, the abrogation of art. 278 para. (8) - (12) of the Fiscal Code and replacement of these provisions with a new article, art. 2781, “Threshold for taxable persons
carrying out operations provided for in art.275 para. let. h).”
The previous rules applicable to establishing where provision of telecommunication,
broadcasting and television services takes place, as well as for services provided electronically (provided in art. 278 paragraph (5) letter h) of the Fiscal Code) have been extended to establish the location of delivery in case of intra-community distance sales of
goods (provided in art. 275 paragraph (2) of the Fiscal Code).
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The new VAT return has amended lines 17 and 18, where intra-Community distance sales
of goods are now included. Completion instructions for rows 24, 25 and 26 are also updated.
Revised form D300 applies starting with July 2021 reporting.

Order 1254/2021 for approval of the model, content and instructions for
completing form 085, “Option regarding application/termination of the application of provisions of art. 275 para. (2) and art. 278 para. (5) let. h) of
Law no. 227/2015 on the Fiscal Code” (OG 788/2021)

Form 085 for the
application of the
special VAT regime
has been updated

The Order updates the model and content of form 085, "Option regarding the application/termination of provisions of art. 275 paragraph (2) and art. 278 paragraph (5) letter h) of Law no. 227/2015 on the Fiscal Code."
The update was necessary in the context of the new VAT rules on electronic commerce
applicable since 1 July.
Starting with 1 July 2021, a sole annual ceiling of 10,000 euro (46,337 lei) was introduced for delivery of goods and telecommunication broadcasting or television services or
services provided electronically, depending on the location in which VAT is established.
The ceiling shall be calculated by adding together all such operations carried out in all
Member States.
An entity established in Romania who performs distance sales of goods or provides electronic services to ﬁnal consumers (B2C) will apply VAT in Romania as long as the cumulative value of these types of sales is below the annual ceiling of 46,337 lei. When this
ceiling is exceeded, the entity will have to apply VAT from the state where the goods arrive or where the ﬁnal consumer customer beneﬁts from these services.
However, the entity established in Romania which did not exceed the ceiling in the current calendar year and did not exceed it in the previous calendar year, may optionally
apply the VAT collection system in the destination state (OSS - One Stop Shop). The option is exercised by submitting an form 085, updated per this order.
Taxable entities have the possibility to waive application of the option after at least 2
calendar years, by submitting form 085 as well.
Form 085 can be submitted in paper format to the ANAF registry or by electronic means.

Order 1252/2021 for approval of model and content of form 089,
“Declaration on one's own responsibility for fulﬁlling the condition provided in art. 331 para. (2) let. e) point 2 and/or art. 331 para. (2) let. l) point 2
of the Fiscal Code” (OG 787/2021)
The order updates the model and the content of the form 089, "Declaration on one's own
responsibility for fulﬁlling the condition provided in art. 331 paragraph (2) letter e)
point 2 and/or art. 331 paragraph (2) letter l) point 2 of the Fiscal Code,” a form by
which the taxable entities concerned declare that they meet the conditions for application of the reverse charge mechanism for the supply of electricity and natural gas to a
trader, which, in turn, is also a taxable entity established in Romania.
Form 089 is completed by taxable entities registered for VAT purposes, established in
Romania, who hold a license issued by the National Energy Regulatory Authority
("ANRE") for the sale of electricity and/or natural gas, and whose activity regarding the
main purpose of purchasing electricity and/or natural gas is to resell it. Own consumption must be negligible, i.e., it is a maximum of 1% of electricity/natural gas purchased
in the January-November period of the calendar year/in periods prior to the year of submission of the declaration or in the period of December in which they held the license, in
the case of taxable entities who obtain the supply license between December 1-31, as the
case may be.
In accordance with art. 331 paragraph 2 letters e) and l) of the Fiscal Code, delivery of
electricity and natural gas made by an economic operator to a buyer-reseller registered
for VAT purposes in Romania are subject to simpliﬁcation measures, i.e., reverse charge.
The condition for application of simpliﬁcation measures is that the buyer-reseller trader
has a negligible own consumption of natural gas and electricity that does not exceed 1%
of purchases made and is licensed by ANRE.
Declaration 089 is submitted to ANAF by electronic means by the 10th of December and
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produces eﬀects for energy purchases for the following year. Traders licensed in December can submit the declaration by the 20th of January of the following year.

Order 1159/2021 on approval of the Procedure for establishing VAT due in
Romania by diplomatic missions and consular oﬃces, their staﬀ and foreign citizens with diplomatic and consular status for means of transport
that have been imported or purchased under exemption of payment of VAT
and which are sold /trasferred in a period shorter than 2 years from the
date of import/acquisition, as well as the model and content of some forms
(OG 763/2021)
The Order approves the procedure for establishing VAT due in Romania by diplomatic
missions and consular oﬃces, their staﬀ and foreign citizens with diplomatic and consular status for means of transport that have been imported or purchased under VAT exemption and which are sold/transferred within a period of less than 2 years from the
date of import/acquisition.
Delivery of goods, meaning the import of goods made by diplomatic missions, consular
oﬃces, their staﬀ and foreign natural persons who have the status of diplomat are VAT
exempt according to art. 293 para. (1) let. e) in conjunction with art. 294 para. (1) let. j)
of the Fiscal Code. For deliveries or imports of means of transport made to these persons, the VAT exemption is retained if the means of transport are not sold/transferred
for a period of at least two years from the date of acquisition/import.
If the means of transport that have been subject to VAT exemption are sold/transferred
within a period of less than two years from the date of purchase, these persons are
obliged to pay VAT. In this context, these persons have the obligation to submit the form
380 "Application for establishing the VAT due in Romania by the diplomatic missions
and consular oﬃces, their staﬀ and foreign citizens with diplomatic and consular status
for the means of transport that were imported or purchased under VAT exemption and
which are sold/transferred within a period of less than 2 years from the date of import/acquisition” to ANAF, accompanied by supporting copies of documents, such as:
procurement documents (invoice, receipt, ﬁscal bill, etc.) from which results the identiﬁcation elements of the means of transport, its acquisition value and the date of acquisition.
Based on the submitted documents, the specialized ANAF department establishes VAT
due by the taxpayer and issues a decision in this regard.
VAT is not payable if:
 The means of transport is exported;
 The means of transport is transferred to another entity/person with a diplomatic
regime;
 The means of transport is stolen or destroyed and this can be proven.

Under what
conditions does
the diplomatic
missions owe
VAT?

Order 1211/2021 for amendment of Norms regarding use of simpliﬁed customs declarations and registration in the declarant's records, approved by
Order of the President of ANAF 1887/2016 (OG 807/2021)
The Order modiﬁes the Norms regarding the use of simpliﬁed customs declarations and
registration in records of the declarant, approved by ANAF Order no. 1887/2016, in the
sense that certain procedural steps regarding the customs system can be made in electronic format.
Through these changes, the authorities are taking new steps to digitize the customs system for freight carriers. Thus, the application for authorization to place goods under a
customs procedure on the basis of a simpliﬁed declaration is submitted online, without
the need to print and submit application forms in hard copy since they are registered in
the computer application.
Similarly, information to be provided to the customs oﬃce, if the goods are loaded outside the working hours of the customs oﬃce, and the holder of the authorization has
also obtained approval to transmit the export declaration within that period, shall be
transmitted, during the working hours of the customs oﬃce, in electronic format. Until
now, the data was uploaded to the system, but it had to be sent by fax.
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APEX Tax Group is a community of professionals in taxation and accounting to which
we invite you to join. This group includes experts from the APEX Team, experts in various areas of taxation and accounting and other members who join this community of
professionals. You have access to a group of experts from whom you can ﬁnd the most
knowledgeable advice.

Why APEX Tax Group?
Because we want to establish and strengthen a close relationship with you, the professionals. We want to discuss monthly the latest information of a ﬁscal or accounting nature. Because we know that it is much easier for you to attend a presentation, to exchange opinions and ideas with professionals, than to go through many written materials, laws, blogs, articles and other various sources.
Because we want to form a community that you feel you belong to.
Because it helps you to have professionals as debate partners.

Become member of

APEX Tax Group is the solution that makes it easy for you to communicate with experts
at minimal cost. A solution that keeps you constantly informed about the latest news.

APEX Tax Group
and be part of the
community of
professionals!

What is the topic of the meetings?
APEX Tax Group meetings will focus on the following topics
 Synthesis of the main ﬁscal and accounting news published in the last month, accompanied by analyses and comments
 Discussions on the main deadlines of the period, reminders of some ﬁscal and accounting aspects of interest for the respective period
 Information from both oﬃcial and unoﬃcial sources, draft regulations, tax inspections, cases and various comments.

How often does the group meet?
There are monthly online meetings that may last between 1.5-2.5 hours.
The meetings are organised in Romanian language.

When will be the next webinar organized?
The ﬁrst event took place on 6 September and it was a successful event. The next APEX
Tax Group online meeting is scheduled for 11 October.

How can I subscribe?
Please access www.apex-team.ro/taxgroup or contact APEX Team:
Email: oﬃce@apex-team.ro or taxgroup@apex-team.ro
Phone: 0318 092 739 / 0745 202 739

How much does it cost to access the APEX Tax Group?
We proposed two forms of access:
 Ad-hoc access, only when you choose to participate
 Access in the form of a subscription, when you participate in each monthly meeting.
The annual subscription provides a substantial reduction of the regular price.
All members and subscribers of APEX Tax Group beneﬁt of special discounts on other
presentations or events organised by APEX Training Center.
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Order 1275/2021 for amendment to annex no. 1 to Order of the President of
ANAF 3626/2016 on establishing the list of reporting jurisdictions with
which Romania will cooperate for automatic exchange of information on ﬁnancial accounts based on the Multilateral Agreement of the competent authorities, the list of non-reporting ﬁnancial institutions and the list of excluded accounts provided in legal instruments of international law to which
Romania has committed itself from the perspective of the automatic exchange of ﬁnancial information (OG 808/2021)
The Order updates the list of reporting jurisdictions with which Romania automatically
exchanges ﬁnancial information. Thus, the order adds ten new jurisdictions: Albania,
Aruba, Lebanon, Nigeria, Oman, Peru, Qatar, the United Kingdom, Samoa and Vanuatu.

Order 1193/2021 for approval of Procedure for registration of trust contracts or legal instruments similar to a trust, for the organization and functioning of the Central Register of Trusts and of legal instruments similar to
trusts, for approval of Procedure for access to the Central Register of Trusts
and Legal Instruments similar to trusts, as well as for approval of model
and content of some forms (OG 779/2021)
The Order approves the procedure for registration of trust contracts or legal instruments similar to a trust, for the organization and operation of the Central Register of
Trusts and for legal instruments similar to trusts, as well as the procedure for access to
this register.
The need to register trust contracts comes from provisions of art. 780 para. (1) of the
Civil Code adopted by Law no. 287/2009 which establishes: “Under the sanction of absolute nullity, the trust contract and its amendments must be registered at the request
of the trustee, within one month from the date of their conclusion to the competent ﬁscal body to manage the amounts due by the trustee to the general consolidated budget of
the state.” Trust contracts are recorded upon submission of the "Declaration of registration of trust contracts or legal constructions similar to the trust" by the trustee, accompanied by a copy of the trust contract.
Submission is made online through the Virtual Private Space (SPV).
The deadline for registering the trust contract is one month from the date of concluding
the trust contract. The registration date of the trust contract or the legal instrument
similar to a trust, subsequent amendments or its termination is the date of its entry in
the register.

The list of
jurisdictions with
which Romania
exchanges
information has
been expanded

Order 1251/2021 on amending and supplementing Order of the President of
ANAF 2,862/2019 for approval of Procedure on establishing ex oﬃcio the
annual income tax of individuals, as well as the model and content of some
forms (OG 802/2021)
The order brings legislative changes regarding taxation of individuals who have not fulﬁlled their obligation to submit the sole income tax return.
The order is addressed to individuals who have carried out independent activities, are
freelancers, or have earned income from intellectual property rights in 2020 and who
have beneﬁted from technical unemployment beneﬁts or other forms of beneﬁts borne
by the unemployment fund budget as a result of a reduction in activity due to eﬀects
generated by the pandemic.
Allowances received are subject to income tax and compulsory social contributions and
had to be declared by the beneﬁciary individuals on the sole income tax return for 2020,
which had a submission deadline of 25 May 2021. This order establishes that in the situation where the individuals mentioned above have not fulﬁlled these obligations, they
will be liable for income tax through issuance an ex oﬃcio taxation decision by the competent tax authorities.
The order speciﬁes that one of the sources of information that will be used by ANAF to
identify taxpayers who have not submitted tax returns are the data provided by the National Agency for Payments and Social Inspection, the institution that settled the said
beneﬁts.
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Decision 836/2021 amending GD 1133/2020 on establishing the quota of
newly admitted foreign workers on the labour market in 2021 (OG
780/2021)
For the year 2021, a contingent of 50,000 newly admitted foreign workers on the Romanian labour market is established.

Order 1189/2021 on amending the Order of the President of ANAF 4077/2020
for approval of procedure for drafting, endorsing and approving a ﬁscal inspection report (OG 753/2021)
The order updates the form and procedures for drafting the document, "Notice for ﬁnal
discussion."
The order speciﬁes that at the end of a tax inspection, ANAF will communicate to the
taxpayer a single notiﬁcation for the ﬁnal discussion, expressly specifying in it a second
deadline, if the taxpayer cannot appear by the ﬁrst deadline.

Order 4/2021 on amending and supplementing the Order of the National
Bank of Romania no. 10/2012 for approval of the half-yearly accounting reporting system applicable to entities that fall within the scope of accounting
regulation of the National Bank of Romania (OG 787/2021)
The Order approves the half-yearly accounting reporting system applicable to entities
that fall within accounting regulation of the National Bank of Romania.

Do not forget to
submit the tax
returns and to pay
the taxes in due
time!
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Order 1021/2021 for the amendment and completion of OMFP 3004/2017 regarding approval of Procedure for solving appeals provided in art. 366 para.
(2), art. 369 para. (5), art. 374 para. (2), art. 377 para. (4), art. 382 para.
(2), art. 385 para. (4), art. 390 para. (2) and art. 393 para. (4) of Law no.
227/2015 on the Fiscal Code (OG 804/2021)
INFO – Valuation of monetary items in foreign currency
The August closing NBR exchange rates to use for valuation of monetary items (cash on
hand, receivables, payables) denominated in foreign currency, as well as receivables and
payables denominated in RON but pegged to a foreign currency for collection/disbursement are:
1 EUR = 4.9348 RON; 1 CHF = 4.5680 RON; 1 GBP = 5.7458 RON; 1 USD = 4.1741 RON
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MONTHLY AGENDA
Every day - do not forget
 To complete the petty cash register (or print electronic version)
 To complete the purchase ledger and sales ledger
 To update electronic employee registers with information regarding labour contract inception/amendment or
termination, if any

At month end - do not forget
 To complete the journal ledger
 To register contracts concluded during the month for services rendered by non-residents with tax authorities
as per article 8 point 8 of the Fiscal Code
 To revalue monetary assets and liabilities in foreign currency (cash on hand, assets, liabilities) at the NBR
exchange rate in force on the last banking day of the month
 To organise a stock count of inventories if the enterprise does not use a perpetual inventory system
 To issue ﬁnal invoices for the current month.

To comply with requirements regarding VAT










Mention the registration code under the scope of VAT on documents for EU business partners
Check validity of registration code under the scope of VAT mentioned on invoices received
Check amount of VAT disclosed on invoices received
Check references related to VAT (e.g.: “reverse charge,” “operation not subject to VAT,” etc...)
On invoices, write VAT amount received in case of reverse charge
Maintain ledger of goods received
Maintain ledger of non-transfer of goods
Maintain non-current assets ledger
Mention which exchange rate will prevail (NBR, commercial bank or Central European Bank) in contracts
with foreign partners

To consult the calendar of tax liabilities, visit the following link from ANAF (in Romanian):
https://static.anaf.ro/static/10/Anaf/AsistentaContribuabili_r/Calendar/Calendar_obligatii_ﬁscale_2021.htm

KEY HR FIGURES
2021 Contributions
for dependent activities
Social security contribution (pension)
Contribution to health insurance fund
(calculated on gross income)
Work insurance contribution
Income tax
Disability Fund (for employers with
more than 50 employees)
The amount of a taxable meal tax in
the sense of income tax
Minimum wage (gross)
from 1 January 2021

Employer and beneﬁciary
(for activities considered dependent)
(% share)
Nothing due for normal working conditions
4% for special work conditions
8% for special work conditions
Not due

Employee and
dependent worker
(% share)
25% (**)
10% (***)

2.25% (*)
10% (****)
4 x minimum wage for every 100 employees
maximum 20.01 lei
2,300 lei
2,350 lei (for more than 1 year and functions
requiring higher education)
3,000 lei for employees in the construction ﬁeld

Diurnal (in the country)
For employees of public institutions
20 lei
For private sector employees (* 2.5)
50 lei
The below tax facilities are available for employers on the ﬁeld of construction, when minimum 80% of turnover if from construction activities deﬁned by law:
(*)not due by employer
(**) the social security owed by the employee is decreased to 21,25%
(***) health insurance is not due by the employee
(****) tax on income is not due for monthly realised gross salaries up to 30.000 lei.
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Helesteului Str. 15-17, District 1
Bucharest - 011986
Phone:

+ 40 (0) 31 809 2739
+ 40 (0) 74 520 2739

Fax:

+ 40 (0) 31 805 7739

E-mail:

oﬃce@apex-team.ro

www.apex-team.ro

APEX Team includes qualiﬁed professionals able to provide a full range of
accounting and payroll services. Our consultants are ready to share their
knowledge and experience gained whilst working in Romania as consultants
for one of the Big 4 international companies, having many international
companies acting in a wide range of industries as clients.
The team includes chartered accountants (Romanian Chartered Accountants
Body and also ACCA) specialised in accounting for business entities, as well
as a group specialised in payroll administration on behalf of the client.
APEX Team provides a full range of accounting services, payroll services,
local tax compliance and tax advice, as well as services tailored to your
company needs:
 Bookkeeping

Our Mission:
Adding Value to Client’s Business

 Recurring accounting assistance
 Payroll computation and additional HR services
 Accounting and tax advice « on line »
 Consulting and assistance in drafting transfer price ﬁles
 Start up services
 Organization of the accounting function
 Assistance in implementation of ERP
 Training
 Audit

Disclaimer: The above information is a short summary of recently published information and is not
intended to be advice on any particular matter. APEX Team International disclaims liability to any
person in respect of anything done in reliance of the contents of these publications
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